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About This Game

In Blueshift (formerly Brian's High Velocity Research Center), you get the chance to fly and jet around vast landscapes at
ridiculous speeds. Spread your wings and use your rocket boosters to glide, do tricks, go off jumps, ski, anything you can

imagine.
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Title: Blueshift
Genre: Casual, Free to Play, Indie, Racing, Simulation, Early Access
Developer:
Zach Tsiakalis-Brown, Raul Bravo
Publisher:
Zulubo Productions
Release Date: 21 Dec, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or higher

Processor: Intel i5 4690k

Memory: 8 MB RAM

Graphics: NVidia 970 or AMD equivalent

Storage: 1 GB available space

Additional Notes: Requires an HTC Vive VR headset to play
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Review: Mixed.

Summary: This is strategic tower defence with a strong turtle feel, and some interesting mechanics: I do like this game. But: The
bugs are game-breaking.

Gameplay: Your space rocket lands in the centre of a vast crystal field: you build a power line out to the crystal, a few turret
bases topped with mining lasers starts off your income, and you've a limited time to build some form of defence before the
enemy waves start. At first, simple walls will hold back the enemy while you expand your economy with power generators,
energy storage and mining lasers, but later, when they come by ground and air brandishing lasers of their own, you'll need
something offensive. Lasers, cannons, and shields are your basic weaponry, as as your arsenal expands, so does the balance of
your power grid to keep things running. A few waves in, and large numbers of basic turrets become unwieldy, as they
individually have neither the power, nor the range, to be effective against the more powerful enemies. The game dynamic of
injectors and stabilisers allow you to boost the range and power of a single turret (including mining lasers and shields), making
them significantly more effective. As the waves advance, new enemy types are introduced, each with their own strategies to
defend against.

Pros
* injector mechanic makes for interesting base design.
* Freedom to construct your base however you want to build it, with many strategies to try.
* Strong turtle mechanic, multi-layered strategic defensive shields are really my thing!

Cons
* It's a bit slow to play. Having to construct every block takes most of the time.
* There are bugs. And Game-breaking bugs.
* Example small bugs: an enemy ground unit has spawned somewhere within your base, destroying your armour and sucking
your power. The only way to find it is to watch for what gets destroyed, take your base apart to insert a turret, to exterminate the
ground unit. This annoying, but it is managable, if you can see it as part of the challenge!
* Game-breaking bugs: sometimes, powerful enemy units will ignore your walls, ignore your shields, walk or fly to the centre of
your base, waltz inside your rocket, and destroy it from the inside. There is no defence against this that I have yet found. The
game is over at this point. Good luck!

At the most recent game version, I've made it to the beginning of wave 11 (for me, about 3 hours of gameplay in), and then
lasted about 4 seconds before my base is eliminated. It is... disappointing. But maybe there is something else I can try.... The
soundtrack alone is worth the price of admission, and the fun Breakout variant gameplay is the icing on the cake. A nice game
to play, relax, and listen to some great tunes.. Fundamentally lacking in fun.

The graphics are painful and dated, the controls are a slog; using items in the inventory can be frustrating when trying to apply
them in appropriate areas. The plot itself is extremely short and contrived. For an adventure in a science fiction space station,
dealing with cover-up mysteries and police politics, everything boils down to petty revenge and an unfortunate one-night stand
from an aggravating protagonist (who does not have the redeeming value of being written in a compelling fashion).

None of it compels significant interest or a need to keep playing, save maybe to get your money's worth from this game. There
have to be countless greater point & clicks on Steam.. I Think This Game Is Just Awesome And U Should Buy It Right Now!!!.
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+ Looks decent
+ Cheap
+ Fun

O Grindy
O Multiplayer doesn't invite players to interact with each other.
O Raiding is near impossible due to swarms of bounty hunters combined with respawns.
O Can not steer the steering wheel

- Complicated Multiplayer setup \/ No Master server. Requires Port-Forwarding which not everyone is able to do
- Limited Multiplayer Character creation (Can only replace one of the ai players. Can't change my or my ships name, the ai will
already have spent all the starting ressources)
- Buggy:
 - Textures of buildings just disappear after a while
 - If you steer into a corner it's near impossible to steer out again
 - Escorts getting stuck everywhere (when you have two escorts they'll literally keep on sailing away from you for hours because
one wants to steer left, while the one to the left wants to steer to the right)
- Questionworthy game-balance
 - AI players are very weak and slow (I used a difficulty which would translate to something like "difficult")
 - The game either punishes you by random death or is no challenge at all
 (- my 9-star escort dies to two bounty hunters while being stuck at a reef)
- Little content: Due to the grindy nature of the game you might extend a match to a couple of hours, after which you'll already
have seen everything

Admittedly, if the devs had fixed the bugs (to which I found entries dating back a year) and given more care into the ai I would
have recommended this game.
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If you've played Portal or Antichamber and liked it you should absolutely get this game. Visually it should reminds me of
Antichamber but with a lot more polish. The puzzle mechanics are minimalistic but they all blend really nicely.

I'm a little disappointed that you can't see your best level performance anywhere. The replay value is raised quite a lot by
challenging yourself to beat each level as fast as possible.

Update as of 2015-03-26:
The developers has done so many amazing things to improve this game for our little niche of speedrunners. While it still doesn't
keep track of best performance the game now has a much more detailed in-game timer and in speedrun mode there's a timer for
your full run as well. Huge amounts of praise to Toasty.. ANOTHER PLATFORMER?! Yes, yet another platformer, but don't
click away just yet -- this one is a gem.

Pros:
+ Simple and smooth platforming mechanics
+ Incredible level design with new twists gradually introduced
+ Tons of secrets that reward your exploration with MORE LEVELS. These secret levels are among the best and most unique in
the game. You WILL want to seek these out. (allegedly multiple endings as well, but I haven't earned them yet)
+ "Boss" battles are very well designed
+ Hilarious level names, A+ puns
+ Story moments are intriguing
+ Accurate title

Cons:
- Lackluster but serviceable UI

Hundreds of platformers out there, but with Mike Dies, Psydra offers a refreshing new experience with its polished game
mechanics and wonderful level design.. could for blowing your load into friends. average game at best. tennis is decent,
probably the best simulator on the market atm. bare minimum in terms of content and customisation but still decent physics
apart from exaggerated spin and an AI that can barely return anything. table tennis however is a different story despite what the
arrogant developers think. Touted as the most realistic simulator, it is however the complete opposite. an overly arcadey,
unrealistic glorified pong that also gives you nothing in terms of customisation or content. coupled with the inability to
reposition yourself in game and a ball that seems to stay on the table no matter how you hit it even when fun mode is turned off.
dont even think about mentioning any of these flaws on the discussion though as the developers apparently cant handle honest
criticism despite being critical of other games like paddle up & eleven (which are far better games\/simulators) themselves. also
seems like nothing is in the works in terms of updates. in short: not worth $20. if youre looking for a realistic table tennis
simulator, get eleven. if youre looking for a decent tennis simulator and dont care about money or an abandoned featureless
game, sure, get this.. I don't review many games, but this one deserves one for anyone who has a similar situation to me.

I bought this for under $1 on the last sale on a whim because it had local coop. I played with my girlfriend, who isnt that into
gaming, and we had a blast of a time. Although we finished the three "campaigns" in about 4 hours (and there's little to no
replay value), I cherish the fun times we had with this little indie title. Controller support (two xbox one wireless controllers)
was working perfectly out of the box, so no issues there.

For around $0.22\/hr we enjoyed the couch coop experience more than most other games in this category. It's simple to pick up
and play, and other than finally figuring out that we can "go inside buildings" and find shops (seriously, tutorial needs to
mention this very clearly), the game was enjoyable.

To that end I've already wishlisted DeadPixels 2 and will purchase it on release, so long as it maintains what made this game
great, and continues to support local coop. Thanks for making a great game!. I refunded Lamplight Station, since the game
offers in 2018 nothing good than neon visuals, some story snippets and a great concept..
I will buy the game again, when the complex assembly lines and networks of machines are integrated.
Right now there is only an empty world with a cumbersome Minecraft inspired crafting system.
So I don't recommend to buy the game (not even when on sale) as long as the game is in this state, but to follow it and pay even
a higher price when the game is more developed.
Until then I recommend to play FortressCraft Evolved which offers what I expect from this game.
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Edit: This game seems to be an early abandom, since the game got no meaningful update despite it's emtpy state
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